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Bilingual Edition English-French â€œAm I small?â€• - Tamia is not sure and keeps asking various

animals that she meets on her journey. Eventually she finds the surprising answer... Â« Je suis

petite, moi ? Â» Perplexe, Tamia se met en route Ã  travers un monde fabuleux et colorÃ© pour

aller poser sa question. Ã‰merveillÃ©e, elle y croise des collectionneurs dâ€™arcs-en-ciel et des

attrape-cÅ“urs avant de finir par trouver une rÃ©ponse Ã©tonnante... Reviews "immensely

enjoyable"â€”ForeWord Clarion Reviews "for children who enjoy lingering over pages full of magical

creatures and whimsical details [...] told in simple and engaging words and imaginative

pictures.â€•â€”Kirkus Reviews "a fantastic book that has enchanted me"â€” Customer Review "We

are in love with this book! [...] As an artist, I love love LOVE the art in this book, I think its not only

beautiful, but perfect for children. My son spent a lot of time just studying every colorful page. We

read it twice in the first sitting because he was so happy! He's not yet 1, so getting him to sit still for

story time is tough, and this book was such a hit he sat through it with nothing but a big smile and

lots of pointing to the stuff he liked on the pages. I highly recommend this book :) Get it get it get

it!""â€” Customer Review "Written in a very simple way but with a profound message for both adults

and kids."â€” Customer Review "I LOVED it. Lots of repetition to help 'lil ones get used to structure

and words! Many different words being used to help them improve their vocabulary (or pick the best

word!). Most importantly, it sends a good message about how being unique and different is good. I

STRONGLY suggest you check this book out!"â€”ESLCarissa.blogspot.com "readers will emerge

from this book feeling slightly more confident about themselvesâ€”whatever their size."â€”ForeWord
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"immensely enjoyable"--ForeWord Clarion Reviews"for children who enjoy lingering over pages full

of magical creatures and whimsical details [...] told in simple and engaging words and imaginative

pictures."--Kirkus Reviews"Enchanting"--Eselsohr, Fachzeitschrift fÃ¼r Kinder- und Jugendmedien"I

LOVED it. Lots of repetition to help &apos;lil ones get used to structure and words! Many different

words being used to help them improve their vocabulary (or pick the best word!). Most importantly, it

sends a good message about how being unique and different is good. I STRONGLY suggest you

check this book out!"--ESLCarissa.blogspot.com"readers will emerge from this book feeling slightly

more confident about themselves--whatever their size."--ForeWord Clarion Reviews

Am I small? is the world&apos;s first World Children&apos;s Book - available for every country on

earth in at least one official language.

I love this super adorable book. It has lovely illustrations and is about the same length/text as many

classic young children's books such as "Are You my Mother." Definitely an early

development/younger child book. I like that it is in both French and English so I can read it in French

with my daughter, but grandma and grandpa can read it with her as well. I think this will help a lot in

her learning to be bilingual. I also have a couple French only books I read with her. So far this is one

of my favorite books to read with her in any language. Absolutely love it. The illustrations are so

pretty and well done. She is only 9 months but enjoys when I read it with her and looks at the

drawings, which have vivid colors to appeal to younger ones.

Vibrant! I love Tamia's curiosity and the many sweet creatures she meets. The story is simple yet



wonderfully animated. Indeed the illustrations are superb. This book just might bring sunshine to you

and your child's/children's day.

Cute, simple and short. I want to give my baby every advantage possible when it comes to being

multilingual and purchased this book so I can practice my French and expose her to the language at

a young age. This is a cute little story and has simple vocabulary and isn't too long.

Very cute book. The cover is kind of like card stock and the pages are medium weight paper, but

that being said it seems fairly durable. Each line is written in French and then in English making it

great for those trying to learn either language. Each line of text is short with very basic vocabulary

(Je suis Mini...Tu es grand...etc), which is good for young children or anyone starting to learn

French (or French speakers starting to learn English).The font is easy to read, though some of the

text may be a little on the small side for those just learning to read.

The two languages could have been presented in different font colors or significantly different styles.

For early readers, it is hard to figure out if what they're looking at is merely a new word in the

language or a whole different language.

I love this book, it allows French into a toddler's life in a way that can be repeated ( by the verbal

ones) and my two year old grand daughter knows half the lines by heart now! It has imaginative

illustrations that add depth and humor I love the French fries in their carton in one of the scenes sbd

the worms setting up house in the apples

Being a bilingual family, we thought it would be a fun french/english book. Well, there's no much to

say about this book, pictures are not very pretty (but somehow my daughter seems to like it - 3

months old) and the wording is too simple (not really a story). But what bothering me the most was

the paper quality, I could have printed it myself at home!

My daughter absolutely loves this book. We read it over and over again and we are English

speaking. I read it in French. She even sits down and reads it herself (from about 13 months). The

pictures are very colorful and there are lots of interesting things to look at.
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